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ABSTRACT

Symmetric and wavenumber-1 asymmetric characteristics of western North Pacific tropical cyclone (TC)

outer wind structures are compared between best tracks from the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC)

and the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) from 2004 to 2014 as well as the Multiplatform Tropical Cy-

clone Surface Wind Analysis (MTCSWA) product from 2007 to 2014. Significant linear relationships of av-

eraged wind radii are obtained among datasets, in which both gale-force and storm-force wind radii are

generally estimated slightly smaller (much larger) by JTWC (JMA) than by MTCSWA. These correlations

are strongly related to TC intensity relationships discussed in earlier work. Moreover, JTWC (JMA) on

average represents a smaller (greater) derived shape parameter than MTCSWA does, implying that JTWC

(JMA) typically assesses a more compact (less compact) storm than MTCSWA. For the wavenumber-1

asymmetry, large differences among datasets are found regardless of the magnitude or the direction of the

longest radius. JTWC estimates more asymmetric storms than JMA, and it provides greater wavenumber-1

asymmetry magnitudes on average. Asymmetric storms are most frequently oriented toward the east,

northeast, and north in JTWC and MTCSWA, whereas they are most frequently oriented toward the

southeast, east, and northeast in JMA. The direction of the longest gale-force (storm force) wind radius in

JTWC is statistically rotated 188 (328) clockwise to that in JMA. Although the wind radii in JTWC are of

higher quality than those in JMA when using MTCSWA as a baseline, there remains a need to provide a

consistent and reliable wind radii estimating process among operational centers.

1. Introduction

Tropical cyclones (TCs) are one of the most violent

natural disasters over the western North Pacific (WNP),

often causing severe economic and human losses in the

coastal regions of East and Southeast Asian countries.

While maximum sustained wind (VMAX) is most re-

lated to the potential damage of a given TC near the

region of strongest winds, it is the storm structure that is

the best parameter for estimating the total impact of the

TC (Knaff 2006). The damage potential of a storm is

directly related to its intensity, which is defined in terms

of the VMAX at 10m over a time averaging period

(Landsea 1993). This quantity has been long estimated

by aircraft reconnaissance and satellite surveillance in

many operational TC forecasting centers (Velden et al.

2006). To facilitate data retrieval, the intensity of a

storm has been recorded at 6-h intervals in so-called

best track datasets (BTDs). Many operational agencies

have provided their own BTDs of WNP TCs, which are

now archived in the International Best Track Archive

for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS) (Knapp et al.

2010). Agencies providing BTDs for WNP TCs include

the U.S. Department of Defense Joint Typhoon

Warning Center (JTWC), the Japan Meteorological
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Agency (JMA), the China Meteorological Adminis-

tration’s Shanghai Typhoon Institute (CMA/STI), and

the Hong Kong Observatory (HKO). However, signif-

icant discrepancies of estimated VMAX have been

found among different BTDs in many previous publi-

cations (e.g. Wu et al. 2006; Yeung 2006; Kamahori

et al. 2006; Yu et al. 2007; Nakazawa and Hoshino 2009;

Song et al. 2010; Knapp and Kruk 2010; Ren et al. 2011;

Barcikowska et al. 2012; Kang and Elsner 2012). It has

been found that these inconsistent VMAX diagnostics

are at least the result of two factors. One is the use of

different averaging periods for calculating VMAX, and

the other is the different procedures in which VMAX is

estimated from various observational platforms and

retrieval algorithms (Kang and Elsner 2012). There has

yet to be a consensus among the research community

as to which BTD is the most reliable (Kang and

Elsner 2016).

There are several quantities that describe the storm

structure near the surface, including the radius of max-

imum wind (RMW), the eye diameter, the radius of the

outermost closed isobar (ROCI), and the size of the

wind field. These structural metrics can be estimated

based on surface winds retrieved from various satellite

and costal radar products (Chu et al. 2002). Compared

with other structural metrics, the size of the wind field is

vital in determining storm-related impacts such as areas

impacted by destructive winds and storm surges (Knaff

2006). Because of the difficulty in observing and veri-

fying wind fields associated with TCs, only two opera-

tional agencies, JTWC and JMA, provide TC wind field

information over the WNP in their BTDs. The radii of

specifiedwinds (e.g. 30, 34, 50 kt, etc.; 1 kt5 0.5144ms21)

are recorded every 6 h in the JTWC and JMA BTDs.

These wind radii are subjectively estimated by opera-

tional forecasters using all of the available observational

products at that time. The real-time estimated wind radii

are directly recorded in the JTWC BTD without a

postanalysis. In contrast, these wind radii are reviewed

and updated postanalysis by JMA before being included

in its BTD. Despite different processes in deriving

BTDs, both wind radii for JTWC and JMA are often

considered as the best estimates of the ‘‘true’’ values.

As a result, wind radii of WNP TCs provided in both

BTDs have been widely used to investigate climatolog-

ical characteristics of TC wind structure (Lei and Chen

2005; Yuan et al. 2007a,b; Lu et al. 2011), to develop and

verify objective techniques of estimating TC size (Lee

et al. 2010; Cheung et al. 2011), and to build operational

prediction models of TC wind fields and their related

impacts (Knaff et al. 2007; Sampson et al. 2010).

As Song et al. (2010) have pointed out, inconsistent

VMAX records from several BTDs lead to different

estimated long-term trends of WNP TC potential de-

structiveness. Nonetheless, it is still unknown whether

the recorded wind radii are consistent between the

JTWC and JMA BTDs. If there are significant differ-

ences in wind radii between the two BTDs, this would

explain several conflicting findings and conclusions

given in previous papers. For example, Lu et al. (2011)

analyzed the JTWC estimated wind radii from 2001 to

2006. The average TC size in their paper was 203 km.

However, themean TC size was reported to be 350 km in

Yuan et al. (2007b) when the JMA BTD was used be-

tween 1977 and 2004. Furthermore, Cheung et al. (2011)

obtained the mean radii of 50-kt winds (R50) in four

quadrants (viz., northeast, southeast, southwest, and

northwest) derived from the JTWC and JMA BTDs

from 2006 to 2009. The quadrant average of R50JTWC

was 14% (around 15km) smaller than that of R50JMA.

Although the wind radii provided by JTWC are gener-

ally smaller than those estimated by JMA, the quanti-

tative relationship between the twoBTDs is still unclear.

It is thus one goal of our work to investigate the quan-

titative relationship of the mean wind radii (symmetric

structure) for those storms that were simultaneously

recorded by JTWC and JMA (hereafter concurrent

TCs). Beyond that, it is also examined in this study

whether the asymmetric structures of wind fields are

correlated between the two BTDs. Another aspect of

this study is evaluating the qualities of wind fields esti-

mated in two BTDs by using a control dataset (e.g. a

satellite-based TC surface wind field product). It is in-

vestigated in this work whether the TC size estimates in

one BTD are superior to that in the other BTD.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes

the wind radii data used in this study and the method of

decomposing the wind field into its symmetric and

asymmetric structures. Section 3 discusses the statistical

links between storm wind radii and other TC metrics

among BTDs and the satellite-based product. Section 4

examines the wind fields’ potential differences and their

quantitative relationship among datasets. The final sec-

tion presents a summary of this work.

2. Wind radius data and their decompositions

The information on the TC wind fields used here are

from the JTWC and JMA BTDs of 6-hourly storm ob-

servations. Because of the lack of in situ observations,

the estimation of TC wind radii relies very heavily on

satellites, particularly scatterometers, by both agencies.

JTWC primarily uses scatterometer products to esti-

mate TC wind structure in their operations. These ana-

lyzed wind radii are directly recorded in the JTWC

BTD without quality control (B. Strahl 2016, personal
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communication). JMA also operationally applies scat-

terometers to analyze the TC wind structure. The Quick

Scatterometer (QuikSCAT) and Advanced Scatter-

ometer (ASCAT) sea surface wind data are used as

reference in determining TC wind radii before and after

2007, respectively (Kunitsugu 2012; H. Ishihara 2016,

personal communication). The analyzed wind radii are

then reviewed and updated with delayed information

(e.g. ship/SYNOP reports) before they are listed in the

JMABTD (JMA 2011; Velden et al. 2012). Not only the

estimation processes but also the detailed information of

the TC wind structure are somewhat different in the two

BTDs. JTWChas records of radii of 35-kt winds (R35) in

four quadrants (northeast, southeast, southwest, and

northwest) from 2001 onward. Beginning in 2004, JTWC

additionally included 50-, 64-, and 100-kt wind radii

(R50, R64, and R100, respectively) in geographical

quadrants in its BTD, and it replaced R35 with the 34-kt

wind radii (R34). In contrast, the longest record of wind

radii are of 30-kt wind radii (R30) and R50 that have

been recorded in the JMA BTD since 1977. JMA si-

multaneously provided the longest and shortest wind

radii. It also recorded the direction of the longest radius

of a specified wind that can vary in eight orientations

(northeast, east, southeast, south, southwest, west,

northwest, and north). Therefore, this study focuses on

the 6-hourly wind radii from 2004 to 2014. To make the

following decompositions of wind radii more reason-

able, only the storm cases with wind radii in all four

quadrants in the JTWC BTD are taken into consider-

ation. Storm records with wind radii in less than four

quadrants are not utilized to derive the metrics related

to the TC outer wind structure (e.g. mean wind radii,

wavenumber-1 asymmetry magnitude), which is consis-

tent with methods suggested by Demuth et al. (2006)

and Knaff and Sampson (2015). During 2004–14, there

are only 2, 1, and 5 (1, 6, and 2) TC records of R34JTWC

(R50JTWC) in one, two, and three quadrants, re-

spectively, which are negligibly small compared to the

4611 (3162) storm cases with R34JTWC (R50JTWC) in all

four quadrants. The results shown in the following sec-

tions would not change significantly if these neglected

samples were considered (figure not shown). Two types

of wind radii are considered here. The first wind radius

considered is the radius of gale-force winds Rgale, which

includes R34JTWC and R30JMA. There are a total of 4403

simultaneous Rgale reports, which accounts for 95% and

72% of all wind reports in the JTWC and JMA BTDs,

respectively. The second wind radius considered is the

radius of storm-force windsRstorm, which is equivalent to

R50. There are a total of 2643 simultaneous Rstorm re-

cords, which accounts for 84% of R50JTWC and 75% of

R50JMA reports.

The stormwind radii of either specified wind are then

decomposed into their symmetric and asymmetric

parts. First, the wind radii in both BTDs are arithmet-

ically averaged to obtain their symmetric part (R)

as follows:

R
JTWC

5
1

4
(RNE

JTWC 1RSE
JTWC 1RSW

JTWC 1RNW
JTWC)

R
JMA

5
1

2
(R

long
JMA 1Rshort

JMA), (1)

whereRJTWC andRJMA are the symmetric wind radii in the

JTWC and JMA BTDs, respectively. The terms RNE
JTWC,

RSE
JTWC, RSW

JTWC, and RNW
JTWC refer to wind radii in the

northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest quadrants,

respectively, recorded by JTWC; while R
long
JMA and Rshort

JMA

represent the longest and shortest wind radii, respectively,

provided by JMA. The above definition is consistent with

previous work (Yuan et al. 2007b; Lu et al. 2011).

A shape parameter x of the wind field can be derived

from averaged Rgale and Rstorm, assuming that a TC

behaves like a modified Rankine vortex outside of the

RMW (Liu and Chan 1999; Chan and Yip 2003; Chan

and Chan 2012); that is,
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where the average radii are obtained by Eq. (1).

Second, the magnitudes of the first-order asymmetry

of wind radii a are estimated as follows:

a
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5
1
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long
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JMA). (3)

Here, aJTWC and aJMA refer to the wavenumber-1

asymmetry magnitudes in the JTWC and JMA BTDs,

respectively. Other variables are the same as those in

Eq. (1). When the wind field of the TC is perfectly

symmetric, a will be zero. Otherwise, a nonzero value of

a is given accompanied by the direction of the longest

radius. In the JMA BTD, the orientation of the longest

radius ulong is directly provided as eight directions:

northeast, east, southeast, south, southwest, west,
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northwest, and north. In contrast, ulong is estimated in

the JTWC BTD as follows:

u
long
JTWC 5 arctan

 
RNE

JTWC 2RSE
JTWC 2RSW

JTWC 1RNW
JTWC

RNE
JTWC 1RSE

JTWC 2RSW
JTWC 2RNW

JTWC

!
.

(4)

Then u
long
JTWC is categorized by its value into the nearest

eight directions (e.g., east is 08, north is 908, west is 1808,
and south is 2708) in the samemanner as is done for JMA.

Besides comparing the wind structures between JTWC

and JMA, the Multiplatform Tropical Cyclone Surface

Wind Analysis (MTCSWA) dataset (Knaff et al. 2011),

which extends from2007 to 2014, is employed as a baseline

to evaluate the quality of wind radii estimates in BTDs.

TheMTCSWAproduct provides 1-min surfacewind fields

on a spatial resolution of 0.18 longitude3 0.18 latitude in a

domain of 158 longitude 3 158 latitude, which are objec-

tively estimated frommultiple satellites and wind retrieval

techniques. TheMTCSWAuses several different satellite-

based surface wind sources, including the QuikSCAT, the

ASCAT, the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit

(AMSU), and several others (Knaff et al. 2011). The

MTCSWA surface wind fields are bilinearly interpolated

on a polar grid centered on the storm with an azimuthal

resolution of 18 and then used to compute the symmetric

and asymmetric parts of the TC wind structure as follows:

R
MTCSWA

(u)5R
MTCSWA

1 a
MTCSWA

cos(u2 u
long
MTCSWA).

(5)

Here RMTCSWA(u) is the radius of specified winds (34 or

50 kt) in the direction u. If the maximum wind in the

direction u is smaller than the specified wind, an un-

defined value will be given to RMTCSWA(u). The terms

RMTCSWA, aMTCSWA, and u
long
MTCSWA refer to the averaged

radius, the wavenumber-1 asymmetry magnitude, and

the direction of the longest radius in the MTCSWA

product, respectively. They are estimated from

RMTCSWA(u) through linear regressions when there exists

at least one defined RMTCSWA(u) in either of the afore-

mentioned eight directions. Besides the wind structure,

the storm intensity and central latitude are derived from

the maximum surface wind and the central position

in the domain for MTCSWA. In the 2007–014 period,

there are 99% R34MTCSWA (2075 out of 2104) and 93%

R50MTCSWA (1277 out of 1374) reports coincident with

the JTWC and JMA wind radii records, respectively.

3. Potential TC-related factors influencing wind
radii averages

Before comparing wind radii among datasets, it is

necessary to find potential TC-related factors impacting

TC size. As mentioned in previous publications, there

exist differences in TC intensity and central position

between various BTDs (Wu et al. 2006; Yeung 2006;

Kamahori et al. 2006; Yu et al. 2007; Nakazawa and

Hoshino 2009; Song et al. 2010; Knapp and Kruk 2010;

Ren et al. 2011; Barcikowska et al. 2012; Kang and

Elsner 2012). If these TC-related factors play a notable

effect on wind radii, discrepancies in the former may

lead to discrepancies in the latter. It is thus important to

compare wind radii after removing these influences.

Figure 1 displays scatterplots of wind radii for con-

current TC records between 2004 and 2014. The re-

lationships between wind radii and TCVMAX can be fit

with quadratic functions in the two BTDs as well as for

the MTCSWA product. These shapes are similar to the

fitting profile provided by Wu et al. (2015) based on the

2007–13 MTCSWA data. Although wind radii vary

widely at a specified intensity, they also have their upper

limits when examining them in an average sense from

either dataset. Generally speaking, bothRgale andRstorm

increase with increasing TC intensity and then slightly

decrease after reaching a specified value. However, the

intensities where the fitting curves reach their maximum

values are markedly different. The term R34MTCSWA

(R50MTCSWA) has a maximum of 248 (136) km at

108 (125) kt in the fitting curves, which is consistent with

that estimated byWuet al. (2015). These intensities equate

to categories 3–4 on the Saffir–Simpson hurricane wind

scale. However, R34JTWC and R50JTWC achieve their

maximums at 143 and 154 kt, respectively, which are

much larger than that of R34MTCSWA and R50MTCSWA,

which equate to a category 5 on the Saffir–Simpson

scale. Meanwhile, the intensities with the largest fitted

values of wind radii are 103 and 110 kt for R30JMA and

R50JMA, respectively. Note that the VMAX in the BTD

is primarily estimated from satellite imagery since the

termination of operational aircraft surveillance in 1987.

The VMAX is derived from the current intensity (CI)

number according to the Dvorak (Dvorak 1975) table

and the Koba rule (Koba et al. 1990, 1991) in JTWC and

JMA, respectively. The VMAX has been derived from

theCI number in previous comparisons of VMAXs from

different BTDs (e.g. Nakazawa and Hoshino 2009;

Knapp and Kruk 2010; Knaff et al. 2010; Barcikowska

et al. 2012; Kang and Elsner 2012; Schreck et al. 2014;

Choy et al. 2015). It is interesting that the aforemen-

tioned intensities for JTWC and JMA are both around a

CI-number 7. This equates to the lower bound of a cat-

egory 5 typhoon on the Saffir–Simpson scale. This means

that the intensities with maximum wind radii are much

greater in the BTDs than those derived fromMTCSWA.

Besides TC intensity, the latitude of the storm cen-

ter also influences the wind radii. Early publications
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suggested that storms tend to be larger at higher latitudes,

both in observations and simulations (Yamasaki 1968;

Merrill 1984; DeMaria and Pickle 1988). Using a simpli-

fied numerical simulation, Smith et al. (2011) found a

nonlinear relationship between Rgale and the latitude at

which Rgale increases (decreases) with the Coriolis pa-

rameter for lower (higher) latitudes. Figure 2 shows

scatterplots of concurrent TCs with different wind radii

and central latitudes from 2004 to 2014. The samples can

also be fit with quadratic functions, although the fitting

precision is a little lower than that in Fig. 1. The finding

of a specified latitude for maximizing Rgale in Smith et al.

(2011) can be applied to the BTDs and the MTCSWA as

well. The fitting curves in Fig. 2 suggest that Rgale (Rstorm)

reaches itsmaximumat 298N, 268N, and 328N(318N, 278N,

and 338N) for JTWC, JMA, and MTCSWA, respectively.

This means that TC wind radii increase (decrease) with

increasing latitude south (north) of a specified latitude.

Similar to Fig.1, although wind radii can vary widely at

certain latitudes, there are average upper limits for Rgale

andRstorm over theWNP.Note that these critical latitudes

are close to the mean latitude of TC lifetime maximum

intensity (LMI; Choi et al. 2016), at which TCs experience

their LMI in average. When TCs that form at lower lati-

tudesmove poleward, they will generally intensify to their

LMI and then decay either because of making landfall or

because of encountering cooler sea surface temperatures

or larger vertical wind shears. The quadratic distribution

of TC intensity in latitude is similar to that of wind radii.

Further analysis indicates that wind radii are linearly re-

lated to the storm central latitude, when the influence of

TC intensity is removed (figure not shown). Therefore,

the quadratic relationship between wind radii and storm

central latitude in Fig. 2 is greatly controlled by the me-

ridional distribution of TC intensity.

In order to remove the influence of both storm intensity

and central latitude u on the variation of mean wind

radius, a scaled radius Rs is calculated by dividing the

observed averaged radius R by the corresponding cli-

matological mean radius Rc as shown in Eqs. (6) and (7):

Rc 5a
0
1a

1
VMAX1a

2
u1a

3
VMAX2

1a
4
VMAX3u1a

5
u2 , (6)

Rs 5
R

Rc
. (7)

FIG. 1. Relationships between TC wind radii and maximum sustained wind speed from (a),(d) JTWC; (b),(e) JMA; and

(e),(f) MTCSWA during the period from 2004 to 2014. In (a)–(c) the averaged gale-force wind radii (R34JTWC, R30JMA, and R34MTCSWA)

are represented, while in (d)–(f) the averaged storm-forcewind radii (R50JTWC, R50JMA, andR50MTCSWA) are shown. There are 4403, 2643,

2075, and 1277 samples in (a),(d); (b),(e); (c); and (f), respectively. The solid lines give the fitting quadratic curves, with their maximum

shown by triangles.
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This definition is similar to Knaff et al. (2014), with Rc

being better estimated by considering both individual

and joint effects of TC intensity and central latitude

from Eq. (6). The parameters a0–a5 can be estimated by

least squares regression (Table 1. All regression equa-

tions are significant at the 0.001 level based on the f test.

These regression equations explain much more variance

than the regressions in Figs. 1 and 2. Moreover, Table 2

gives the correlation coefficients between wind radii and

the two TC metrics before and after scaling. It is shown

that the original mean wind radii are significantly cor-

related to both the TC intensity and the central latitude.

By contrast, the scaled gale- and storm-force wind radii

(Rs
gale and Rs

storm) are linearly independent of either the

TC intensity or the central latitude.

4. Comparison of symmetric and asymmetric
components of the TC wind radii

a. Symmetric part

Figure 3a displays the symmetric Rgale difference be-

tween JTWC and JMA for all concurrent TCs between

2004 and 2014. This figure shows that Rgale in one BTD

can be vastly different from that displayed in another

BTD. For example, when R34JTWC equals 65km, the

minimum and maximum of R30JMA range from 20 to

450km, respectively. The means of R34JTWC and R30JMA

are 166 and 295km, which are around 50km smaller than

those estimated by Lu et al. (2011) and Yuan et al.

(2007b). These differencesmay be caused by the different

time periods analyzed in these manuscripts. Notwith-

standing, there are only 178 (4% of 4403) samples with

R30JMA smaller than R34JTWC, meaning that R30JMA is

usually greater than R34JTWC. A similar result can be

found by comparing two tables of 2006–08 wind radii

statistics provided by Cheung et al. (2011). R34JTWC and

R30JMA are well correlated with a correlation coefficient

of 0.65, which is significant at the 0.001 level based on the

Student’s t test. The relationship is approximately linear

with R30JMA around 1.8 times R34JTWC.

The symmetric Rstorm difference for all concurrent

TCs during 2004–14 is displayed in Fig. 3b. The corre-

lation coefficient between R50JTWC and R50JMA is 0.63,

which is significant at the 0.001 level based on the Stu-

dent’s t test. The means of R50JTWC and R50JMA are 93

and 116 km, respectively. Over 75% of the samples

(2011 out of 2643) have an R50JMA greater than

R50JTWC. The fitting curve in Fig. 3b also indicates that

R50JMA has a tendency to be larger than R50JTWC, with a

ratio between the two mean radii of 1.26.

It is known that different averaging time periods are

utilized by JTWC and JMA. Wind radii are mainly

FIG. 2. As in Fig.1, but for relationships between TC wind radii and central latitude.
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derived from satellite-retrieved surface wind fields (e.g.

QuikSCAT, ASCAT). Therefore the 10-min-average

wind speed can be converted into a 1-min average

according to the WMO-suggested conversion table

(B. Harper 2016, personal communication), in which the

former is approximately 83%–95% of the latter (Harper

et al. 2008). Note that a 10-min wind speed of 30 (50) kt

is equivalent to a 1-min wind speed of 32–36 (53–60) kt

because JTWC and JMA apply 1- and 10-min averaging

for outer wind speed, respectively. Hence, R30JMA

should be similar to R34JTWC, and R50JMA should be

smaller than R50JTWC if the wind radii estimating pro-

cedures between the two agencies were equal. However,

the result is the opposite, as R30JMA (R50JMA) is larger

than R34JTWC (R50JTWC) in most cases. Therefore, it is

very likely that the differences of wind radii between

JTWC and JMA result from different techniques in es-

timating the TCwind field rather than from the different

time lengths for averaging wind speed.

The symmetric parts of Rgale and Rstorm in the two

BTDs are further compared with those derived from

MTCSWA between 2007 and 2014 in Figs. 3b–f. The

mean ofR34MTCSWA is 187km,which is close to 1.88 found
in Wu et al. (2015). It is a little larger than the 2007–14

average of R34JTWC (179km), whereas it is much lower

than the 2007–14 average of R30JMA (312km). Statisti-

cally speaking, R34JTWC (R30JMA) is approximately

0.94 (1.66) times R34MTCSWA. Meanwhile, the 2007–14

means of R50MTCSWA, R50JTWC, and R50JMA are 107, 105,

and 120km, respectively. The relationship is linear, with a

ratio between R50MTCSWA and R50JTWC (R50JMA) of 0.97

(1.11). It seems that JTWC estimates the symmetric wind

radii much closer to those in MTCSWA than JMA does.

Thus, the symmetric wind radii in JTWC are of higher

quality than those in JMA, if the MTCSWA product is

considered as a baseline.

Estimates of both TC intensity and central latitude are

significantly correlated between JTWC and JMA (Song

et al. 2010; Knapp and Kruk 2010). Both of these

quantities can influence wind radii to some extent. One

question that naturally arises is whether the wind radii

relationship is influenced by other TC metrics. Thus,

Rs
JTWC, R

s
JMA, and Rs

MTCSWA, which exclude the effect of

TC intensity and central latitude, are compared in Fig. 4.

The correlation coefficients of scaledRgale andRstorm are

all significant at the 0.05 level based on the Student’s t

test. However, they are much lower than the original

(unscaled) Rgale and Rstorm. This means that the linear

relationships of wind radii among JTWC, JMA, and

MTCSWA are largely controlled by the relationship of

TC intensity and central latitude in the three datasets. In

addition, the ratios of both R30 s
JMA to R34 s

JTWC and

R50 s
JMA to R50 s

JTWC are nearly 1 on average. The wind

radii for JTWC are generally consistent with those for

JMA after scaling. Therefore, the aforementioned

statistical relationships of R30JMA . R34JTWC and

R50JMA . R50JTWC are driven primarily by different

relationships between wind radii and intensity/latitude

in the two BTDs. Furthermore, the scaled mean Rgale

and Rstorm in two BTDs are both statistically identical to

those in MTCSWA, meaning that the wind radii in

JTWC and JMA are of equal quality after scaling.

Therefore, the aforementioned higher quality of original

(unscaled) mean wind radii in JTWC is attributed more

to a consistent statistical relationship between wind radii

and the TC intensity/central latitude with MTCSWA

than anything else.

The shape parameters of concurrent TCs with both

Rgale andRstorm in the twoBTDs are compared from 2004

TABLE 2. Correlation coefficients between different wind radii

and TC intensity/central latitude. The boldface font indicates sig-

nificant values at the 0.05 level based on the Student’s t test.

Intensity Lat

Original Scaled Original Scaled

R34JTWC 0.56 20.011 0.23 20.018

R50JTWC 0.50 20.005 0.16 20.014

R30JMA 0.42 0.003 0.27 20.006

R50JMA 0.53 20.003 0.19 20.006

R34MTCSWA 0.52 20.006 0.40 20.023

R50MTCSWA 0.58 20.010 0.43 20.040

TABLE 1. Regression coefficients and explained variances in estimating the climatological radius of a specified wind using least squares

regression.

Coef a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 R2

Variables VMAX u VMAX2 VMAX 3 u u2

R34JTWC 2102.3 3.483 6.130 20.011 20.017 20.048 0.43

R50JTWC 2119.4 2.300 5.595 20.006 20.013 20.068 0.34

R30JMA 281.0 5.207 8.678 20.022 0.010 20.108 0.26

R50JMA 2130.0 3.965 0.977 20.018 0.033 20.038 0.36

R34MTCSWA 2275.7 6.679 8.624 20.030 0.010 20.101 0.53

R50MTCSWA 2151.1 3.076 3.313 20.013 0.024 20.050 0.61
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to 2014 in Fig. 5a. On the one hand, the range of xJTWC

(0.16–1.76) is wider than that of xJMA (0.22–1.09). Pre-

vious publications suggested that x generally lies between

0.4 and 0.6 (Hughes 1952; Riehl 1963; Gray and Shea

1973), indicating Rgale is usually 2–4 times Rstorm. How-

ever, there are only 36% xJTWC and 37% xJMA in the

range of 0.4–0.6. The means of xJTWC and xJMA are 0.55

and 0.51, respectively. The distributions of shape pa-

rameters in both BTDs are positively skewed, with only

9.4% xJTWC and 2.5% xJMA larger than 0.8, which means

R34JTWC (R30JMA) is approximately less than 1.6 (1.9) times

R50JTWC (R50JMA). For larger x, there is a smaller ratio

of Rgale to Rstorm as well as a shorter distance between

Rgale and Rstorm. Moreover, 3.0% xJTWC and 0.1% xJMA

are greater than 1, despite their nonphysical quantities

in theory. Two cases withmaximum shape parameters in

two BTDs are given below. An xJTWC of 1.76 was given

to Typhoon Kujira (2009) at 0000 UTC 5 May, with

R34JTWC and R50JTWC of 130 and 104 km, respectively.

Their difference is much smaller than either wind

radius, with an R34JTWC to R50JTWC ratio of only 1.3.

Typhoon Nuri (2014) had an xJMA of 1.09 at 0000 UTC

FIG. 3. Comparisons of averaged wind radii among JTWC, JMA, andMTCSWA from 2004 to 2014. (a),(c),(e) The

relationships of gale-force wind radii (i.e., R34JTWC vs R30JMA, R34MTCSWA vs R34JTWC, and R34MTCSWA vs R30JMA,

respectively). (b),(d),(f) The relationships of storm-forcewind radii (i.e., R50JTWC vsR50JMA, R50MTCSWA vsR50JTWC,

and R50MTCSWA vs R50JMA, respectively). Colored circles show the frequency of occurrences at each point. Dashed

black lines refer to the diagonals that define equivalent wind radii between any two datasets. Solid black lines are

estimated by the total least squares. The sample size, explained variance, and linear regression slope are displayed

on the plot.
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1 November, with R30JMA andR50JMA of 148 and 93 km,

respectively, meaning the proportion of R30JMA to

R50JMA is 1.6. The shape parameters between the two

datasets are significantly correlated (0.21), which is sig-

nificant at the 0.001 level based on the Student’s t test.

However, the low correlation also indicates a great deal

of independence between the two best track datasets. The

xJMA is slightly smaller than xJTWC (the average ratio of

xJMA to xJTWC is 0.90). This indicates that the wind speed

outside of the RMW weakens a little faster along the

radial direction in the JTWC BTD. In addition, a TC is

estimated to be more compact in JTWC than in JMA.

The shape parameters for the two BTDs are further

compared with that for MTCSWA between 2007 and

2014 in Figs. 5b and 5c. Both xJTWC and xJMA are sig-

nificantly correlated with xMTCSWA. Generally speaking,

xMTCSWA is smaller (greater) than xJTWC (xJMA). This

means that the wind structure in MTCSWA is less

(more) compact than that in JTWC (JMA). The ratios of

xJTWC to xMTCSWA and xJMA to xMTCSWA are approxi-

mately 1.07 and 0.86, respectively. It is thus hard to de-

termine which BTD is better at describing the TC wind

field shape.

There exists a well-known difference in the estimated

TC intensity between JTWC and JMA (Wu et al. 2006;

Yeung 2006; Kamahori et al. 2006; Yu et al. 2007;

Nakazawa and Hoshino 2009; Song et al. 2010; Knapp

and Kruk 2010; Ren et al. 2011; Barcikowska et al. 2012;

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for comparisons of scaled averaged wind radii: (a) R34sJTWC vs R30sJMA, (b) R50sJTWC vs

R50sJMA, (c) R34sMTCSWA vs R34sJTWC, (d) R34sMTCSWA vs R30sJMA, (e) R50sMTCSWA vs R50sJTWC, and (f) R50sMTCSWA vs

R50sJMA.
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Kang and Elsner 2012). It is also of interest to discuss

whether the aforementioned discrepancy of wind radii

between two BTDs (DR) is related to the difference of

the TC intensity (DV). Figure 6 represents the re-

lationships between DV and DR during 2004–14, in

which DV (DR) is defined as VMAXJMA/VMAXJTWC

(R30JMA/R34JTWC and R50JMA/R50JTWC). When the

same intensities (DV 5 1) are estimated in JTWC and

JMA, R30JMA (R50JMA) is obviously not equal to

R34JTWC (R50JTWC). Instead, DR is 2.16 (1.48) for gale-

force (storm force) wind radii from the fitting curves in

Fig. 6. This means that the averaged wind radii are in-

consistent between JTWC and JMA even if there is no

bias on the estimated TC intensity. However, DR is

statistically correlated with DV. On average, both ratios

of R30JMA to R34JTWC and R50JMA to R50JTWC increase

with the increasing proportion of VMAXJMA to

VMAXJTWC.

b. Wavenumber-1 asymmetry magnitude

The wavenumber-1 asymmetry magnitude is another

important wind field feature for determining storm in-

tensity (Vukicevic et al. 2014). A TC wind field is often

asymmetric because of the influences of its motion,

surface friction, b drift, asymmetric diabatic heating,

FIG. 5. As in Fig.3, but for comparisons of storm shape param-

eters: (a) xJTWC vs xJMA, (b) xMTCSWA vs xJTWC, and (c) xMTCSWA

vs xJMA.

FIG. 6. Relationships between the TC intensity difference (DV )

and the wind radius difference (DR) in two BTDs from 2004 to

2014. The differences are represented by the ratio of metrics in

JMA to those in JTWC. The solid lines give the linear fit using least

squares. The sample size, explained variance, and regression

equation are displayed on the plot.
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environmental wind shear, and other factors (Uhlhorn

et al. 2014). Asymmetric wind fields are frequently ob-

served in the two BTDs as well, consistent with the

statistics of a34JTWC and a30JMA between 2004 and 2014,

which are usually applied as a measure of TC asymme-

try. A total of 91% (4009 out of 4403) and 71% (3145 out

of 4403) of all TC records are asymmetric (a. 0) in the

JTWC and JMA BTDs, respectively. In general, JTWC

represents more asymmetric storms than JMA does.

Meanwhile, a similar feature can be found in the char-

acteristics of Rstorm. The percentage of a50JTWC . 0 is

61% (1621 out of 2643), whereas the proportion of

a50JMA . 0 is only 23% (616 out of 2643). These results

indicate that JMA estimates more symmetric storm-

force wind fields rather than asymmetric ones. We dis-

cuss these asymmetries in more detail in the next few

paragraphs.

Tropical cyclones are frequently estimated as sym-

metric in one BTD but asymmetric in another BTD. As

an example of this, 28% (1107 out of 4009) a34JTWC and

74% (1199 out 1621) a50JTWC, respectively, have greater

than zero values, whereas their counterparts in the JMA

BTD equal zero. Taking Typhoon ‘‘Tokage’’ (2004) as

an example, an asymmetric outer wind structure was

estimated by JTWC at 1200 UTC 18 October, with

R34JTWC (R50JTWC) of 185, 315, 407, and 222 (130, 148,

222, and 130) km in the northeast, southeast, southwest,

and northwest quadrants, respectively. By contrast,

JMA assessed a symmetric storm with R30JMA

(R50JMA) of 741 (241) km at the same time. The per-

centages of asymmetric R30JMA and R50JMA recorded

by JMA are 8% (243 out of 3145) and 32% (194 out of

616), respectively, when JTWC estimates a symmetric

storm. As an example, JMA represented an asymmetric

Typhoon ‘‘Nida’’ (2004) at 0000 UTC 15 May, with the

longest and shortest R30JMA (R50JMA) of 370 and 185

(93 and 74) km. Simultaneously, R34JTWC and R50JTWC

were estimated as 250 and 111 km in the four quadrants

by JTWC.

No tropical cyclone is ever going to be perfectly

symmetric. A possible reason why some storms are

recorded to be symmetric in BTDs is that their

wavenumber-1 asymmetry magnitudes are much

smaller than the average radii. Figure 7 represents the

relative frequency of the normalized wavenumber-1

asymmetry magnitude an in MTCSWA between 2007

and 2014, when storms are recorded as symmetric or

asymmetric in either BTD. Here an is defined by the

proportion of a to the unscaled averaged wind radius,

which indicates the ratio of the wavenumber-1 magni-

tude to the wavenumber-0 wind radius. First, relative

frequency curves of a34nMTCSWA for symmetric storms are

separated from those for asymmetric storms in both

BTDs (Fig. 7a). The a34nMTCSWA means are 0.21 and 0.25

(0.30 and 0.31) for symmetric (asymmetric) gale-force

wind fields in JTWC and JMA, respectively. Asym-

metric storms estimated in BTDs often have more no-

table wavenumber-1 asymmetries than symmetric ones.

Therefore, both BTDs generally reliably describe the

symmetry of the gale-force wind field. Second, relative

frequency curves of a50nMTCSWA are overlapped for

symmetric and asymmetric storms in two BTDs

(Fig. 7b). Unlike the gale-force wind field, asymmetric

storms do not have greater wavenumber-1 asymmetries

of the storm-force wind field than symmetric ones in

either BTD. This means the symmetries of the storm-

force wind field are biased and of low quality in both

JTWC and JMA.

The numbers of asymmetric Rgale and Rstorm reports

concurrently recorded in both BTDs are 2902 (66% of

4403) and 422 (16% of 2643) during 2004–14. For these

samples, the correlation coefficient between a34JTWC

(a50JTWC) and a30JMA (a50JMA) is 0.21 (0.27), both of

which are significant at the 0.001 level based on the

Student’s t test. Figures 8a and 8b shows that a30JMA

(a50JMA) is generally larger than a34JTWC (a50JTWC).

This relationship is a possible result of the afore-

mentioned relationship of R30JMA .R34JTWC and

R50JMA .R50JTWC in an average sense. Statistically

speaking, a30JMA and a50JMA are about 2.6 and 1.5 times

a34JTWC and a50JTWC, respectively (Figs. 8a,b). Com-

pared with the relationships of symmetric wind radii in

Fig. 3, the fitting slopes are somewhat higher for

wavenumber-1 asymmetries, while the explained vari-

ances are largely reduced. This means that the re-

lationship of the wavenumber-1 asymmetric magnitude

is weaker than that of the symmetric wind radii between

JTWC and JMA.

The wavenumber-1 asymmetry magnitudes of gale-

force and storm-force wind fields for BTDs are also com-

pared with those from MTCSWA in Figs. 8c–f. Although

the wavenumber-1 asymmetry magnitudes in both BTDs

are significantly correlated with those in MTCSWA,

MTCSWA often estimates higher wavenumber-1 asym-

metry magnitudes than JTWC and JMA. The statistical

relationships of the gale-force (storm-force) wind asym-

metry are obtained as a34JTWC 5 0.28a34MTCSWA and

a30JMA 5 0.79a34MTCSWA (a50JTWC 5 0.38a50MTCSWA

and a50JMA 5 0.53a50MTCSWA).

Furthermore, the relationship of the normalized

wavenumber-1 magnitude (an) is given in Fig. 9. On the

one hand, the means of a34nJTWC and a50nJTWC are both

around 0.14, while both a30nJMA and a50nJMA are about

0.19. Similar linear curves can be fitted to represent the

an relationships (Figs. 9a,b). The fitting slopes are 1.28

for a30nJMA to a34nJTWC and 1.27 for a50nJMA to a50nJTWC.
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Note that although these averaged ratios are smaller

than those estimated from the original nonnormalized

a comparison, they are much greater than 1. This means

that JMA generally estimates the storm structure with a

higher wavenumber-1/wavenumber-0 ratio than JTWC

does. On the other hand, both a34nJTWC and a30nJMA

(a50nJTWC and a50nJMA) are lower than a34nMTCSWA

(a50nMTCSWA) on average. The fitting slopes are 0.35

for a34nJTWC to a34nMTCSWA and 0.41 for a50nJTWC to

a50nMTCSWA . They are a little smaller than the ratio of

wavenumber-1 asymmetry magnitude between JMA

and MTCSWA, which are around 0.50 for a34nJMA to

a34nMTCSWA and a50nJMA to a50nMTCSWA . In summary, there

exists a statistical relationship of aMTCSWA . aJMA .
aJTWC and anMTCSWA . anJMA . anJTWC, no matter what

specified wind is considered.

c. Direction of the longest radius

Besides the magnitude of the wavenumber-1 asym-

metry, the direction of the longest radius is another

important characteristic of TC wind asymmetry.

Figure 10 provides the distribution of ulong for 2004–14

asymmetric storms in the JTWC and JMA BTDs. There

exists a notable difference in which direction the maxi-

mum percentage is represented. For JTWC, the longest

R34JTWC and R50JTWC are both oriented most toward

the east, with 43% (1714 out of 4009) of R34JTWC re-

ports and 45% (735 out of 1621) of R50JTWC reports,

respectively. The second and third most frequent di-

rections are the northeast and north, respectively.

Nearly 77% (3088 out of 4009) and 80% (1304 out of

1621) of the longest R34JTWC and R50JTWC reports, re-

spectively, are distributed in these three directions. For

JMA, the most likely orientation of the longest R30JMA

and R50JMA occurs in the southeast, with 25% (796 out

of 3145) of R30JMA and 35% (218 out of 616) of R50JMA

records, respectively. The second and third most fre-

quent largest directions are the east and northeast, re-

spectively. Approximately 67% (2119 out of 3145) and

90% (553 out of 616) of storms orient their longest

R30JMA and R50JMA, respectively, to the southeast,

east, and northeast. When only storms with a

wavenumber-1 asymmetry concurrently recorded in

both BTDs are considered, a similar result can be seen

for the directional distribution of the longest radius

(Fig. 10). This means that the longest R34JTWC and

R30JMA (R50JTWC and R50JMA) are not always oriented

in the same direction.

During the period from 2007 to 2014, JTWC and JMA

oriented their directions of the longest radius to the east,

FIG. 7. Relative frequencies of normalized MTCSWA wavenumber-1 magnitudes for (a) gale-force wind radii

and (b) storm-force wind radii between 2007 and 2014. Blue and red dashed (solid) lines represent symmetric

(asymmetric) storms recorded in JTWC and JMA, respectively. The number of symmetric (asymmetric) R34JTWC

and R30JMA are 113 and 591 (1962 and 1484) in (a), while the number of symmetric (asymmetric) R50JTWC and

R50JMA are 354 and 1023 (923 and 254) in (b).
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northeast, north and the southeast, east, northeast, re-

spectively (Fig. 11). The most likely orientations of the

longest R34MTCSWA and R50MTCSWA both occur to the

northeast. The second and third most frequent largest

directions are the north and east, respectively. Note that

the ulong distribution in JTWC is similar to that in

MTCSWA (Fig. 11). However, JMA gives a somewhat

different ulong distribution. It appears that the ulong of

storms recorded in JTWC or MTCSWA is rotated

clockwise to that recorded in JMA.

Figure 12 further shows that only 12% (15%) of the

sample size have the same directions of the longest

R34JTWC and R30JMA (R50JTWC and R50JMA). There

also exist 8% (7%) of records whose longest R34JTWC

and R30JMA (R50JTWC and R50JMA) are oriented in the

opposite directions (1808). In summary, when the dif-

ference of ulong is expressed as an acute angle, the ulong of

R30JMA (R50JMA) has a 46% (54%) probability of ro-

tating clockwise from that of R34JTWC (R50JTWC). This

percentage is somewhat higher than that of the ulong of

R30JMA (R50JMA) shifting counterclockwise to that of

R34JTWC (R50JTWC), which accounts for about 35%

(24%) of all instances. Moreover, the vector correlation

coefficients defined in Hanson et al. (1992) are approx-

imately 0.19 and 0.18 for R34JTWC versus R30JMA and

R50JTWC versus R50JMA, respectively. This result is

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 3, but for comparisons of original wavenumber-1 asymmetry magnitudes: (a) a34JTWC vs a30JMA,

(b) a50JTWC vs a50JMA, (c) a34MTCSWA vs a34JTWC, (d) a50MTCSWA vs a50JTWC, (e) a34MTCSWA vs a30JMA, and

(f) a50MTCSWA vs a50JMA.
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significant at the 0.001 level based on bootstrap methods

(Efron and Tibshirani 1986). On average, the ulong of

R34JTWC (R50JTWC) is rotated about 188 (328) clockwise
to that of R30JMA (R50JMA). There are also significant

rotational relationships of ulong for asymmetric storms

concurrently recorded in JTWC (JMA) and MTCSWA,

with vector correlation coefficients of 0.22 and 0.12

(0.23 and 0.17) for R34MTCWSA versus R34JTWC and

R50MTCSWA versus R50JTWC (R34MTCWSA vs R30JMA and

R50MTCSWA vs R30JMA), respectively. Meanwhile, the

ulong of R34JTWC and R50JTWC (R30JMA and R50JMA) are

rotated about 58 and 78 (468 and 728) counterclockwise to

those of R34MTCSWA and R50MTCSWA, respectively. This

indicates that the ulong of asymmetric storms in JTWC is

more consistent with that in MTCSWA.

5. Summary

In this study, the TC outer wind structures provided

by two BTDs (JTWC and JMA) and the MTCSWA

satellite product are compared from 2004 to 2014. Terms

Rgale (R34JTWC, R30JMA, and R34MTCSWA) and Rstorm

(R50JTWC, R50JMA, and R50MTCSWA) are two primary

metrics investigated here. The original wind radii are

first decomposed into their symmetric andwavenumber-1

asymmetric components as well as the directions of their

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 3, but for comparisons of normalized wavenumber-1 asymmetry magnitudes: (a) a34nJTWC vs

a30nJMA, (b) a50
n
JTWC vs a50nJMA, (c) a34

n
MTCSWA vs a34nJTWC, (d) a50

n
MTCSWA vs a50nJTWC, (e) a34

n
MTCSWA vs a30nJMA, and

(f) a50nMTCSWA vs a50nJMA.
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longest radius. Consistent with previous publications,

the symmetric part (average wind radius) is highly cor-

related with both TC intensity and central latitude. The

relationships are furthermore fitted by quadratic func-

tions. For both JTWC and JMA, the fitted averaged

Rgale and Rstorm reach their maximums at the lower

bound of category 5 typhoon (CI-number 7) intensity,

which is a little higher than the intensity with maximum

fitted mean wind radii in MTCSWA. The fitted averages

are also maximized at around 308N. The averaged wind

radii can then be statistically scaled for removing both

the individual and the joint effects of intensity and lati-

tude on TC wind structure.

Both original and scaled mean wind radii exhibit sig-

nificant linear relationships among datasets. In the

comparison between two BTDs from 2004 to 2014, in an

average sense the original R30JMA andR50JMA are about

1.82 and 1.26 times R34JTWC and R50JTWC, respectively.

This means that JMA often estimates larger TC wind

radii than JTWC does. After removing the influences of

intensity and latitude, R30sJMA andR34sJTWC are also well

correlated with R50sJMA and R50sJTWC, while the mean

FIG. 10. Relative frequency distributions of the direction of the longest wind radius for storms with nonzero

wavenumber-1 asymmetry magnitudes provided by JTWC and JMA during 2004–14. (a),(b) The gale-force and

(c),(d) storm-force wind radii. Red bars in (a) and (c) display storms recorded as asymmetric only in JTWC, while

blue bars in (b) and (d) show storms recorded as asymmetric only in JMA. Black bars represent TCs recorded as

asymmetric concurrently by both agencies. The corresponding sample sizes are given in the legends.
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ratios are near unity for both R30sJMA to R34sJTWC and

R50sJMA to R50sJTWC. The reduced correlation co-

efficients after scaling indicate that the relationship of

original averaged wind radii is highly controlled by the

assessment of intensity and latitude between JTWC and

JMA. Furthermore, if a storm is considered to be a

modified Rankine vortex, its shape parameter can be

derived based on its averaged Rgale and Rstorm. It is

found that JTWC generally gives a more compact cy-

clone than JMA does, with a statistical relationship of

xJMA 5 0:90xJTWC. Taking the MTCSWA wind radii as a

baseline, it is found that the unscaled averagedRgale and

Rstorm in JTWC are lower (greater) than those in

MTCSWA. Themean wind radii estimated in JTWC are

more consistent with those in MTCSWA, with ratios of

around 0.96 (1.10) for R34JTWC to R34MTCSWA (R50JTWC

to R50MTCSWA).

Unlike the symmetric part, there are great differences

for the wavenumber-1 asymmetry of the TC outer wind

field. First, JTWC provides more asymmetric storms

than JMA does, regardless of the wind radii being ana-

lyzed. Second, some storms are estimated as asymmetric

by one agency but symmetric by another. A total of 3%

(31%) and 66% (16%) of all samples recorded

FIG. 11. Relative frequency distributions of the direction of the longest wind radius for storms with nonzero

wavenumber-1 asymmetrymagnitudes provided by twoBTDs (JTWCand JMA) andMTCSWA from2007 to 2014.

(a),(b) The gale-force and (c),(d) storm-force wind radii. In (a) and (c) storms are recorded as asymmetric con-

currently by JTWC and MTCSWA, while (b) and (d) show storms recorded as asymmetric concurrently by JMA

and MTCSWA. The corresponding sample sizes are given in the figure headings.
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symmetric and asymmetric wind fields simultaneously in

both BTDs, respectively, when Rgale (RStorm) is consid-

ered. The distributions of the relative frequencies of

the MTCSWA wavenumber-1 asymmetry magnitude

are further compared between symmetric and asym-

metric storms recorded in either BTD. This shows that

the asymmetries of the gale-force wind field are reli-

able in both JTWC and JMA, since the MTCSWA

wavenumber-1 asymmetry magnitudes of symmetric

storms estimated by BTDs are on average smaller than

those of asymmetric ones. However, there does not

exist a significant difference of the MTCSWA storm-

force wind asymmetry between symmetric and asym-

metric storms in BTDs, meaning that the asymmetry of

the storm-force wind field is of lower quality in both

JTWC and JMA data.

Third, there exists a notable linear relationship of the

wavenumer-1 asymmetry magnitude among datasets.

On average, a34JMA and a50JMA are around 2.65 and

1.48 times a30JTWC and a50JTWC. This is a result of

the aforementioned relationship of the averaged wind

radius to some extent. Meanwhile, both the mean

ratios of a34JMA to a30JTWC and a50JMA to a50JTWC

are still greater than one after being normalized by

corresponding averaged wind radii. By contrast, the

wavenumer-1 asymmetry magnitude in MTCSWA is

much larger than those in two BTDs. The latter is about

0.3–0.6 times the latter.

For an asymmetric storm, its directions of the longest

radius can be compared among two BTDs and

MTCSWA. The longest R34JTWC and R50JTWC are often

oriented toward the east, northeast, and north, with the

largest percentage being oriented to the east. This feature

is consistent with the ulong distribution in MTCSWA.

However, the orientations of the longest R30JMA and

R50JMA generally occur in the southeast, east, and

northeast, with the greatest proportion in the southeast.

Further analysis indicates a significant rotational corre-

lation of ulong between JTWC and JMA. In an average

sense, the ulong of R34JTWC (R50JTWC) is rotated about

188 (328) clockwise to that of R30JMA (R50JMA).

It can be seen that although wind radii are estimated

by satellites in both agencies (Chu et al. 2002), the outer

wind structures analyzed by each agency are indeed

different. This will lead to different findings when dif-

ferent BTDs are used. This discrepancy is not explained

simply by the different time averages utilized for wind

speed estimates by the two agencies. It is very likely

caused by different detailed estimating techniques.

Three metrics (mean wind radius, wavenumber-1

asymmetry magnitude, and the direction of the longest

radius) in JTWC are more consistent with those in

MTCSWA, which is chosen as a baseline. This means

that the estimated TCwind fields are of higher quality in

JTWC than in JMA, at least since 2007 whenMTCSWA

data became available.

The Eighth International Workshop on Tropical Cy-

clones (IWTC-8; WMO 2014) recommended the WMO

facilitate the standardization of TC wind radii formats

among operational centers including providing more

information in BTDs to verify relevant guidance prod-

ucts. Our results suggest that the differences of wind

radii would still exist among agencies even if the same

metrics related to TC outer wind structure were pro-

vided as suggested by WMO (2014). There remains an

urgent need to provide a consistent and reliable process

to estimate TC wind radii.
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